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1801 1/3/2018

RERUN 1 -Greensky Bluegrass / Elizabeth Cook Xiuhtezcatl Tonatiuh NONE

Topic: Enironmental Sustainability - educating youth on environmental issues/ Xiuhtezcatl Tonatiuh is a 

16-year-old indigenous climate activist, hip-hop artist, and powerful voice on the front lines of a global 

youth-led environmental movement.  Length: 10:51@21:44

1802 ########

Deer Tick / Garland Jefferies NONE

Kathleen Hower           

Global Links                 

(PA)

Kathleen discusses the prigins and actions of her organization Global Links that saves unused or 

lightly used medical supplies from the landfill by redistributing them to third world countries where they 

can save lives.  Length: 10:44@24:05

1803 ########

RERUN 1 - London Souls / Wood & Wire NONE
Thomas Boruff                   

Leave a Legacy                

(OR)

Every musician starts with a used instrument. Southern Oregon Music Festival’s Leave a Legacy 

campaign encourages individuals to donate their used instruments. Most schools offering band and/or 

orchestra programs simply do not have enough instruments to meet the demand of students exhibiting 

musical talent or a desire to play an instrument. Music instruments donated by the local Medford 

community and Festival attendees help provide instruments to students exhibiting musical talent who 

may not be able to afford their own instrument. Without these generous donations, many students’ 

talents would never have been realized. SOMF’s annual Instrument Donation drive, has collected over 

200 used and new instruments since its inception. Length: 6:12@22:01

1804 ########

RERUN 1- Dar Williams / Piers Faccini NONE

Emiuly Stromquist                 

Food for Hope              

(CO)

Food for Hope's mission is to empower and nourish the future of their community by providing 

nutritious food to children in need. There are thousands of children in Adams County who receive little 

to nothing to eat when they are not at school. Food for Hope is here to provide these children with 

nutritious meals on the weekends so they can grow, learn, and thrive along with their peers.

In addition to the backpack program, Food for Hope would like to expand to establish food banks in 

local high schools so that older students can acquire the food they need in a discrete and 

comprehensive way. Our goal is to one day serve every school district in Adams County and meet the 

nutritional needs of the thousands of students who don't receive adequate food at home.                   

Length: 6:43@16:15



1805 ########

Fruition / Baskery Sophia Watkins NONE

Sophia discusses actions taken by the organization Forest Fund and its efforts to save the rain forest. 

Length: 6:52@19:06

1806 2/7/2018

RERUN 1 - Blind Pilot / Mirah NONE

George Basch                 

Himalayan Stove Project              

(New Mexico)

The Himalayan Stove Project is a humanitarian & philanthropic program. It is dedicated to preserving 

the Himalayan environment and improving the health of the people living in the trans-Himalayan 

region. They donate and distribute, free, clean-burning, fuel-efficient Envirofit cook stoves, 

transforming the lives of individuals and families who now cook with traditional, rudimentary stoves or 

over open fire pits inside their homes, consuming excessive amounts of precious fuel and polluting the 

indoor air to dangerously unhealthy levels. Length: 8:42@22:50

1807 ########

RERUN 1 - Colin Hay / Doyle Bramhall II Kate Greenberg NONE

Topic: Sustainable farming / National Young Farmers Coalition -  helping young farmers get 

established.  Length: 7:25@20:25

1808 ########

Vasen / Sam Amidon NONE
Robert Adamson                   

One Bistro                        (OH)

Robert discusses the restaurant he started called One Bistro that provides a 'pay what you can afford' 

model that gives the homeless and less fortunate an opportunity to noursih themselves with healthy, 

organic and delicious foods.        Length: 9:39@16:44

1809 ########

RERUN 1 - Beth Hart / John McEuen NONE
Diane Cohen                  

Finger Lakes Reuse                       

(New York)

Finger Lakes ReUse operates a community-oriented warehouse, shopping, and educational center 

where the maximum reuse of materials is a priority; where safety, cleanliness, customer service, good 

business, education, and creativity are stressed; where living wage jobs are created and supported; 

where mentoring opportunities are available; and where education in the skills of repair and reuse is 

offered. Our aim is for everyone in the community to enjoy and partake in the services offered by 

Finger Lakes ReUse and, in time, to also assist other communities in the region to develop reuse 

services. Length: 7:06@22:54



1810 3/7/2018

Hot Rize & Friends NONE NONE NONE

1811 ########

RERUN 2 - Steep Canyon Rangers / Matt The Electrician NONE

Susan Chidley                

Childre Without Shoes 

International              

(Colorado)

 Susan and a few Nicaraguan colleagues created Children Without Shoes International. The people on 

the ground in Nicaragua felt that the most pressing needs for the children in the rural villages were 

shoes and school uniforms, which are required to attend public schools. When kids don’t have shoes or 

school uniforms, they are ostracized for being poor and are also at a high risk for injuries and foot 

problems/diseases, such as worms. Sometimes they aren’t even allowed to attend school at all. The 

roads are dirt and covered in trash and broken glass, and shoes are necessary to avoid getting cuts 

and thus infections, which they also don’t have the resources to treat and can lead to death. Shoes can 

mean the difference between getting an education and not, and can help break the cycle of poverty.  

Length: 6:51@18:58

1812 ########

John Oates / Lilly Hiatt Helen Thorpe NONE

Topic: Immigration / Author Helen Thorpe discusses her latest book - The Newcomers - which follows 

the lives of immigrant teens attending Denver High School Length: 8:35@18:25

1813 ########

Dan Tyminski / Angel Snow NONE

Henry Red Cloud                  

Fred Cloud Renewable 

Energy Center                       

(SD)

Henry Red Cloud discusses his efforts to train Native Americans on practical and affordable ways to 

use renewable energy sources on Indian Reservations. Length: 10:43@22:11








